
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES OF CYCADEOIDEA, OR
FOSSIL CYCADEAN TRUNKS, THUS FAR DETERMINED
FROM THE LOWER CRETACEOUS RIM OF THE BLACK
HILLS.'

By Lester F. VV^ard,

Associate Curator, IScction of ralcobotany.

Within the past five years there have come into my hands for deter-

mination 155 si)ecimens of cycadean trunks, countiug the i)erfcct trunks

and the fragments or i>arts of trunks in all states of completeness and
of i)reservation, but exclusive of such duplicate fragments as are

known to belong to the same individual. Of these, 25 specimens belong-

to the U. S. National Museum ; 2 to the State School of Mines, South

Dakota^ 2 to the AVoman's College of Baltimore; and 12() to Yale Uni-

versity. Out of all this material I have distinguished 21 species, all

but one of which are new to science. The following are the species,

systematically arranged

:

1. Cijcadioidca dacotensis (McBride) AVaril euicucl.

2. colossalis, uew species.

3. icelhii, now species.

4. miniiekaktensis, new species.

5. pulchenima, uew species.

6. cicatriciila, uew species.

7. turrita, new species.

8. mcbridci, uew species.

'J. marsliiana, uew species.

10. fareata, uew species.

11. colei, uew species.

12. paijnd, uew species.

L'5. aspcra, uew species.

11. insolita, uew species.

15. octidentalis, uew sp(!cies.

1(5. Jciriwyana, uew si)ecies.

17. ingcHu, uew species.

18. forinosa, uew species.

19. stillwclli, uew sjjecios.

20. exceha, uew species.

21. nana, new species.

' Publishe«l -with the permission of the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey.
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The loUowiiig is a systematic description of tliesc si)ecies:

Genus CYCADEOIDEA Buckland.

IS'27. i'ycadeindea IJrcKLAND, I'loc. (Jcol. Soc, I,oiu1om, I, No. S, ]>ii. ,S0-S1 (sossion (if

. I line t). 1S27).

ISL'8. Ci/cadcoidca IU'cki.and, Tniiis. (icol. Soc, LoikIoh, I'd ser.. II, jip. ;>7r>-l()l, pis.

xi.vi-xi.ix (volume dated 1S2!), but juouioir jiiobably issued separately in

1828).

CYCADEOIDEA DACOTENSIS (McBride) Ward emend.

1893. lienucltilcn daroleiim.^ McHimdk, in jiait, Auiericau (Jeoiofiist, XII, ]>. L'l!), pi. xi,

fig. 1 (non r. 2).

18!»1. Cyvddvoidea davolciisin (McHkidk) \\'aki>, in p.irt, I'ror. Hiol. Soe., W.'isliiiigtou,

IX,p,8().

Tiiinks large (30 lo ;")(> cm. lii^li, 'M) to 50 cm. in diameter, 100 to 150

cm. in girth), short-cylindrical, contracted below, dome-shai)ed above,

symmetrical, sometimes laterally compressed and elliptical in cross

section, probal)ly snbscfiiuMit to entombment; bearing a number of

short secondary a.xes or undeveloped branches in the form ol" rounded

protuberanc;es, or, in case oi' decay, of corres]K)nding saucer shaped

depressions; apex presenting a tiattened surface with a central eleva-

tion studded with polygonal bra(^t scars and bases arranged in rows

which sometimes i)rocecd in lu'licoid Ibrm from the center outward;

rot'k substai:ce of a dark brown or reddish color, firmly silicified, hard

and heavy, sometinuvs weighing over 100 kg., finegrained; organs of

the aruu)r slightly ascending except near the base, the angle incrcasiug

toward the summit where timy become vertical; leaf scars where uot

interrupted forming two series of spiral rows which ])roceed in dilVerent

directions and intersect one another, those from right to left nearly

horizontal below and curving ui)ward uutil they form an angle of 45°

with the vertical a\is, the opposite series less distinct forming a snuill

angle (5^^ to 10°) with the axis; scars subriiombic and nearly uniform

iu shape, larger beh)w, diminishing upward, the distance between the

lateral angles varying from 1(5 to 20 mm,, and that between the vertical

angles from 10 to UJ mm., emi)ty from decay of the petioles, at least to

considerable dei)th, sometimes to a depth of moie than 5 cm.; inter-

spaces between the scars very tiiick, though variable, sometimes IG mm.,

presenting an undulate or wrinkled surface with indications of deeper

lines of separation of the walls; spadices large and somewhat elliptical

in outline, the longer axis nearly horizontal, S to 10 cm. long, the shorter

nearly vertical and 5 to 7 cm. ; involucral bract scars numerous, arranged

in concentric ellipses around the central organs in many somewhat dis-

tinct rows, increasing in size from the center outward, subrhombic,

triangular, or polygonal iu shai)e, 2 to 20 mm. in diameter, apparently

])assiug insensibly into the normal leaf scars, empty like them* forming

deep cavities or puuctatious; essential organs of the buds, llowers, or
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fruits sonictiiiics wanting', their place occupied b}^ a (lce[> circular cav-

ity, more Irecpioiitly represented by a dark and (irm substance, wliicli

in some of the smaller ones projects beyond tlie general surface; armor
5 to 7 cm. thick, separated from tlu^ ligneous axis by a definite line;

coitical parenchyma 5 cm. tliick, ILbrous /one 4 cm. thick witli three or

nu)re rings of wood, or sometimes i)resenting a number of thin con-

centric lamina' of alternating black and brown substance, apparently

re[)iesenting as many rings of wood, and inclosing the lioniogeneoiis

medulla /> to 15 cm. in diameter, conforming in cross section to the

trunk.

Only one of the si»ecimens belonging to tiie 1 1. 8. National Museum
is referable with certainty to this species. This is the fine trunk. No. 1,

of the collection of six i)nrchased of Mr. Cole. That this is specilieaJly

identical with IMolessor MclJrideAs specinuMi represented by lig. 1 of his

plate there is no room to doubt. It is, however, dillicult to reconcile

it with his description, in view of the fact that in that desciiption he
has included two specimens belonging to entirely diderent species, hia

lig. -J showing none of the external characters of lig. 1, or of tiie si)eci-

men in hand, but clearly belonging to the same speciiic groui) as several

of the fragments collected by Professor .lenney and myself from the

Minnekahta. locality in 1S<);{, as will be shown Ix'low. As Professor

Mclhide in his desciiplion includes characters that could scarcely have
beeu exposed in the perfect trunk represented by his lig. 1, it seems
clear that he<leri\-es such iVom the specimen lig. L', which was pr(d)ably

a fragment showing these (iharacters in the fractures. It was therefore

a question whether to retain the name or not. 1 conclude to do so for

so much of Professor Mcliride's description as applies to his lig. 1.

The Museum specimen is somewhat largei- than the one in the ITni-

versity of Iowa, standing over 44 cm. high, having a girth of 122 cm.,

and weighing 1)0.27 kg. It is one of the most perfect and beautiful

eycadean trunks that have thus far been brought, to light.

Thirteen of the s])ecimens in the Vale collection are referie<l to this

species. These are Nos. 1, 3, r>, (5, i;{, ;jO, ;5!), 4;J, r)4, (J2, (la, iJf), and KHI.

Of these Nos. .{, 5, and 54 are nearly ])erfect trunks, and one of those,

No. 54, is larger than the one in the II. S. National Museum.

CYCADOIEDEA COLOSSALIS, new species.

Trunks colossal, sul)conical or snbcylindrical, m(M'e or less laterally

compressed, dark colored, hard and heavy, weighing from 100 to over ."{00

kg., 38 to 79 cm. high, 40 to GO cm. in majcn-, 2<» to 4(1 cm. in minor diam-
eter, 10(> to ISO cm. in girth, bearing numerous relatively small branches
not projecting far beyond the general surface; terminal bud low, set in

a circular platform of small ])olygonal scars tilled by the bases of the

leaves or tracts; organs of the armor and secondary axes horizontal at

the middle portion of the trunk, sonunvhai descending at the lower

portion and ascending at the uppcu- p()rl ion
;
phyllotaxy much obscured
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by tlio intrusion ofotlior orjian.s, but sjnral rows ascend injj^ from left to

riglit at an anji^lo varying from 75""' below to 15'^ above ])lainly traceable;

leaf scars subrliombic to nearly rhombic, very small relatively to size of

trunk, 13 to lO mm. between lateral, and 8 to \1 mm. between vertical

angles, emi)ty to a dei)tli of 13 to TK) mm., the bottoms of the cavities

ai)i)arently occupied by jwrtions of the leaf bases; interstices between

th<' scars very variable, but, <'xcei)t at the summit, generally large,

sonu'times 25 mm., n(^arly even on the surface but finely mjirked with

mostly horizontal but variously curved or crooked ridges or wrinkles,

with occasional indications of i)lanes of separiition into two, three, or

even live plates; walls much thinner in the upper i)ortion, often broken

down in the specimens, disjdaying the striate ijiner surface of the scars

diminishing in si/e below; reproductive organs abundant at all ])arts

of the trunk, large, wciU developed, nnd conspicuous, often rising some-

what al)ove the surface, forming gentle swellings or more abrupt pro-

tuberan(!('s, elliptical in shape, the major axis nearly hoii/ontal, 5 to 10

cm. long, the minor axis 3 to 5 cm., usually with a solid center, some-

times with a small central <',avity suirounded by (irm substaiuie, the

whole iiu'losed within coiu'.cntric elliptical rings or rows of involucral

bract scars which increase in size from the center outward, are empty,

and have the form of the leaf scars, into which they occasionally seem

to giaduate; armor .") to 10 cm. thick, attached to the woody axis by a

uniform layei- of bark mm. thick; cortical parenchyma 4 to G cn>.

thick; fibrovascular zone also 1 to cm., separated into two distinct

rings of wood, each consisting of a loose sjjongy substance inclosed in

a firm plate or thin hard layer, the outer ring 35 mm. and the inner 25

mm. in thickness, through all of which the medullary rays ])ass form-

ing a sort of columnar structure; medulla more or less elliptical in

cross section, 11 to 13 cm. by 15 to liO cm. in diameter, decayed leaving a

cavity at the base in one specimen, and in another having a concentric

structure consisting of four zones or rings of soft porous material

scarcely dillVM-ing except in coloration.

The large perfect specimen, No. of the Cole collection, is the

largest cj^;adean trunk known in the world. Prior to its discovery

the great (/. rcivhrnhnvhuttut (()(ipp(>rt) (^apellini .Jv Solms Laubach
from (iali(;iai which is at the i\lineral(>gical and (Jeological Museum in

Dresden, and which 1 have not seen, had taken the lead. Prof. II. B.

Cleinitz was so kind as to simkI nic an excellent piiotograph of that speci-

men, and on this I lin<l t lie dimensions marked. It is 50 (;m. high, .51 cm.

in major, and II (an. in minor, diameter, and 157 cm. in girth. It is

tlunefore not so tall as the Ameri(^nn specimen by 20 cm., has a major
diameter 25 cm. less, and a minor diameter 2 cm. less, showing that it is

less llattened, but the circumference is 23 cm. less. jTlie i)hotograph

sent me by Professor (leinitz was taken from the specimen in upsition as

mounted on a support in the Dresden Museum. Judging from it alone

I should say that the trunk is here inverted, but to be certain it would
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be necessary to examine it. It is clear that in the present position the

leaf scars have a decided downward direction, which is rare but not

unknown (e. g., (J. nhlcri). Moreover, the scars, which are subtriangu-

lar, have now their sharp angle upward, which, if the specimen is

riglit side up, would indicate that the keel of the petioles was on the

upper side, a condition which I have only met with in two other

species, C. aspcr<i and (J. imoUta described below. (Joi)pert's figure'

shows the specimen in the same position, that is, probably inverted.]

Kight of the specimens in the Yale collection belong to tliis species,

namely, Nos. 2, 7, 0, 10, 17, 37, 10, and 5.^, of which Nos. li and 10 are

perfect trunks, but are both much shorter in proportion to their size

than the great National Museum type. Tlicy are also less laterally

compressed. They may have been somewhat vertically compressed.

No. 37, though incomplete, is a lino specimen, weighing nearly 150 kg.,

and has a height of 71 cm. No. 55, though it has lost considerable at

the summit, still weighs llO.fIS kg. No. 40, whi(;h represents less than

half of tlie original trunk, is also a line fragment. The rest are

smaller and nK)ro imperfect.

CYCADEOIDEA WELLSII, new species.

Trunks large, ellipsoidal, subcylindrical, or somewhat barrolshai)cd,

more or less laterally compressed, rounded at the summit, bearing

numerous small secondary axes in the form of i)rotul)erances, light

reddish brown or drab colored, line grained, hard and rather heavy,

sometimes weighing nearly 100 kg., 40 to 55 cm. high, 30 to 45 cm. in

diameter, and nu)re than 1 meler in girth; terminal bud not promi-

nent; organs of the armor about horizontal except near the summit;
phyllotaxy much disturbed and not traceable; leaf scars rather small,

subrhombic or nearly rhombic, often trapeziform or very irregular in

shape, average distance between the lateral angles 20 mm. and between
the vertical ones 12 mm., none of tiie angles rounded, all except the

small ones at the apex empty to considerable depth; ramenfaceous
interspaces exceptionally thick, sometimes 2 cm., presenting a smooth
but gently undulating surfjice, lowest in the middle i)art rising lo the

scar which forms a sharp edge, producing the general elfect of being-

molded in jdastic clay; rei)rodu(;tive organs very large, abundant, and
conspicuous, greatly distorting the arrangement of the leaf scars as

well as their form, often nearly circular in cross section, 4 to 5 cm. in

diameter, showing the remains of the central organs surrounded by
concentric (circles of large, emi)ty, and d(^ep involucral bract sc;»rs

which are semilunar or somewhat triangular in shape, and may reach

7 mm. in length; armor about 7 cm. thick, (cortical parenchynui 4 cm.,

librous zone 4 cm. showing two rings, the inner projecting at the base,

concentrically lamiiuited and inclosing the much decayed medulla

about 12 cm. in diameter.

' Jubiliiums-lJoukschr. d. Sclilus. (ice. f. vat. Cult., 1853, pi. vni, fig. 4.
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There are two specimens of this species in the Yale collection, namely,

Nos. 21 and 50, the former of which is a fine, nearly perfect trunk, large

and handsome, weighing 92,76 kg. I was at first inclined to regard

them as belonging to G. minnel'ahtemis on account of the general

resemblance of the external surface; but this obviously can not be

done, because these trunks are unbranched and symmetrical in form.

In this respect they approach C. dacotensis and C. colossaUs, but here the

surface differs completely. JSTo forms intermediate in either of these

respects occur in either collection, and there is no escai)e from regarding

these two trunks as constituting a new sjiecies.

I have named the species for Mr. Henry F. Wells, who obtained these

and nearly all the rest of the Yale collection, and from whom Professor

Marsh purchased them. He may therefore be regarded as the collector,

which, under the approved rules for naming species, requires the use

of the genitive form.

CYCADEOIDEA MINNEKAHTENSIS, new species.

Trunks gigantic, much branched and irregular in form, the type and

only perfect specimen known weighing 219.09 kg., 74 cm. high, 50 cm. in

diameter exclusive of branches, 79 cm. across at maximum spread of

branches, 150 cm. in girth, light brown or chestnut colored, smooth on

the outer surface presenting the appearance of having been molded in

plastic clay, moderately heavy; branches very large forming conical

protuberances ju'ojecting from the middle portion of the trunk giving

it a winged appearance, otlier branches proceeding from other i^arts,

especially below, composite, that is, the main branches or primary axes

having lesser or secondary branches; prominent terminal buds, some-

times themselves compound, ou all the branches, often very perfect

with a sort of neck; organs of the armor declined over most of the

surface; i^hyllotaxy obscure and not traceable; leaf scars subrhombic

to nearly rhombic, averaging 22 mm. wide by 10 mm. high, the unusual

vertical narrowness perhaps due to compression, very variable, how-

ever, in all respects, those on the lesser branches smaller, usually

empty and striate within; rameutaceous interstices usually thick, 5

to 15 mm., firm and fine-grained, smooth and polished but somewhat
undulating, the edges of the scars sharp, always without signs of sub-

division; reproductive organs numerous, simulating the small branches,

the central part preserved but heterogeneous, showing scars and mark-
ings of the essential organs, varying from 12 to 50 mm. in diameter,

surrounded by small involucral bract scars; armor about cm. thick,

separated from the underlying tissues by a thin porous layer; cortical

parenchyma about 5 cm. tliick; fibrovascular zone 8 cm. thick without

visible subdivision into rings; medulla not clearly shown, and internal

structure generally more or less conjectural.

The remarkably fine but weird and anomalous specimen upon which the

above description is almost wholly based was found by our party lying

partly buried in the grouml, in the same place where the other trunks
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had been gatlierecl. It was overgrown with lichens in many iilaces,

and had been regarded so nncouth as not to be worth transporting to

Hot Springs. I arranged with Messrs. Payne and Cole to have it

shipped to Washington, and it arrived in due time in safety. It holds

the fourth rank as to size aud weight, but differs from all others in so

many respects that a comparison with any is difficult. Specifically it

approaches most closely to C. pnlcherrima, but lacks all the symmetry
and definiteuess of that form. It is only in the fact tiiat both are very

branching, especially around the midcjle part of the trunk, that they

have an external resemblance.

The specimen shows a fine terminal bud at the apex of the principal

trunk and several others on the other branches. Except near the

summits of the several branches the leaf scars and other organs of the

armor are decidedly descending, but on the main branch or trunk,

some distance above all the lateral branches, there is a sharp line

separating the descending from the ascending scars above. This

feature I have only seen elsewhere in G. gouchvriana from Maryland.

The only other specimen in the collection that could with any pro-

l)riety be included under this specific head is the small trunk picked

up at the same time and place and numbered 19. This may represent a

very young state of this species with all the characters in miniature and
devoid of rei)roductive organs. It is branched much in the same way,

longitudinally compressed, lacks a little of the base and part of one
side below, but for purposes of descrii^tion is practically complete.

The entire trunk was only 18 or 20 cm. high, 14 or 15 cm. in its longer

and 7 or 8 cm. in its shorter diameter, with a maximum girth of 30 cm.

Its present weight is 1.81 kg. The dimensions are therefore less than

one-fourth, and the weight is less than one-twelfth of the large trunk.

It might even have been wholly subterranean as in the living Zaniia

int('<jrlfoUa.

Among the fragments in the Yale collection 1 found eight that belong

to these species, and as the National Museum type is nearly ])erfect,

these add somewhat to our knowledge of the inner parts of the trunk.

These specimens are numbered 14, 22, 24, 32, 41, 71-72, 83, and 80.

They consist chiefiy of branches torn away from hirge trunks, and
several of them may have belonged to the same trunk. Some of them
may be found to fit together, but as they were lying about in different

rooms and even on diflterent floors of the Peabody Museum, it was
imiwssiblc for me to correlate them. Certain ones, us No. 14, consist of

a mere gnarl of branches, and most of them are proliferous or com])os-

ite, the branches olten having fine, sometimes compound, terminal buds.

CYCADEOIDEA PULCHERRIMA, new species.

Trunks large (38 cm. high, 4 cm. in diameter, and 130 cm. in girth in

the only complete specimen known), short ellipsoidal or subspherical, of

a light ash color and moderately heavy, bearing numerous large, short

branches at and below the center all round, forming conical piotuber-
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ances, some of whicli tire 8 to 10 ciu. long and 12 to 18 cm. in diameter at
the base, rarely compound, that is, the branches themselves bearing
other smaller ones, or two or more arising side by side; branches and all

other organs radiate, that is, proceeding in the direction from the cen-
ter of the trunk, those of the equatorial zone liorizontal, or making a
right angle with the axis, those below descending, and those above
ascending; leaf scars arranged in definite rows intersecting one
another, somewlTat spiral, but so placed as to simulate meridians and
parallels of latitude, the former series, however, rising from left to
right and making an angle which varies with the curvature from 50 to
100 with the vertical axis, the other series, rising from right to left,

varying from horizontal to an angle of 45^; scars varying in shape
from subrhombic to nearly true rhombs and in size from 10 by 19 cm.
or smaller near the summit to 16 by 22 cm. measured between vertical
and lateral angles, which are usually quite sharp, the sides straight,
and the whole very deftnito and symmetrical, usually empty to consid-
erable depth, but partially filled by the remains of the leaf bases,
which occasionally show punctations representing the vascular bun-
dles; ramentum walls 2 to 5 mm. thick, wrinkled on their outer edges,
often with a distinct median groove, sometimes reduced to thin lamellae
with sharp edges, striate within the scars in the direction of the peti-
oles; reproductive organs not abundant, the more typical ones mostly
in the equatorial zone among the branches which they sometimes
resemble, being large with a solid central axis surrounded by relatively
large bracfc scars, nearly circular with a diameter of 5 cm., other
smaller ones scattered among the leaf scars only slightly disturbing
their arrangement, often abortive and reduced to collections of pits in
the angles of the walls; armor 6 to 8 cm. thick, irregularly attached to
the ligneous axis, which consists of a parenchymatous zone 3 cm.
thick, inclosing a^hbrous zone 25 to 35 mm. thick and divided into two
to four exogenous rings; medulla 10 cm. in diameter at the base,
enlarging upward to more than twice that size, porous in structure, its
outer surface marked with longitudinal ridges which are interrupted
and alternating, forming the bases of the medullary rays.
The trunk upon Avhich the above description is almost exclusively

based is the one whicli was called No. 3 of the collection obtained from
Mr. Cole and is certainly, in my judgment, artistically the most beauti-
ful cycadean trunk known. 1 say this deliberately, after having seen
the greater part of all thus far discovered in all countries, and where I
have not actually seen the specimens themselves I have, in almost all

cases, seen artistic models, or at least excellent photographs or draw-
ings. The specific name is therefore fully justified.

The characters of the internal structure and the medulla are derived
from the large decayed area at the base on one side, Avhich well exposes
them, leaving the other side still perfect. The total weight of this
specimen is 85.73 kg.
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Only one imperfect specimen, namely, No. 78, of the Yale collection

could be referred to this species, and this not without some doubt.

CYCADEOIDEA CICATRICULA, new species.

Trunks small and short, subconical, more or less laterally compressed,

smooth and symmetrical, nnbranched, light yellowish-brown on the.

weathered surfaces, iine-grained and Hinty within, about 20 cm. high,

18 by 22 cm. in diameter, with a girth of about CO cm., and weighing

13 or 14 kg. ; organs of the armor nearly horizontal; leaf scars arranged

in two definite series of spiral rows, those from left to right forming

an angle near the base of about 70° with the axis but curving inward

in their upward course so that the angle progressively diminishes to

about 30° at the summit; those from right to left only slightly curving

and making an angle of about 45^; scars very small, almost exactly

rhombic, uniform and definite with all the angles sharp, distance

between lateral angles 9 to 12 mm., and between vertical ones G to 8

mm.; leaf bases present filling the scars to near the top presenting a

rou..hened spongy tissue; rainentaceous walls very thin, varying from

the'thickness of tin foil to 2 mm., presenting a beautiful and regular

network of whitened lines over the entire outer surface of the trunk,

with a faint commissure or elongated openings between the contiguous

plates of the thicker ones; reproductive organs not abundant nor well

developed, the most typical 3 cm. in diameter, variable in shape and

character, consisting of protuberances with a depression at the top or

ridges with bract scars on the sides, others anomalous consisting ot

small projections or elevations, probably abortive, none of them greatly

disturbing the form or arrangement of the leaf scars; armor 3 cm.

thick, separated from the wood by a definite line or crack; cortical

parenchyma 2 cm.; secondary wood 3 cm., consisting of an outer ring

2 cm. thick and an inner one 1 cm. with a fissure between; medulla

elliptical, 5 by 7 cm. in diameter, consisting of a homogeneous substance

resembling fine yellow sandstone, clearly marked off from the inner

ring of wood.
, , i. •<.

This species is one of the best defined of all, notwithstanding that it

is based upon a single specimen, namely, No. 118 of the Yale collection.

This is an almost perfect trunk, and is only obscured by sand and

gravel cemented in the scars so that very little can be seen of the

summits of the leaf bases. It was collected by Mr. H. F. Wells

three-fourths of a mile north of Black's ranch, about 3 miles north of

Blackhawk, South Dakota. 1 ts only aftinities are with G. pulcherrima,

with which it shares the rhombic scars and their definitely arranged

rows.

CYCADEOIDEA TURRITA, new species.

Trunks of moderate size, profusely and irregularly branched, the pri-

mary branches often bearing secondary ones, the branches symmetrical,

abruptly contracted at the base into cylindrical, turret-shaped projec-
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tious, dome-shaped at the summit, with a terminal bud at the apex

composed of small polygonal organs, usually light reddish, soft, friable,

and of low specific gravity, but sometimes darker, harder, and heavier,

20 to 40 cm. liigh, LT) to 50 cm. in dianu'ter, the branches 10 to 20 cm.

long, 10 to 30 cm. in diameter, 30 to 90 cm. in girth; leaf bases slightly

ascending; leaf scars very irregularly distributed over the surface

excei)t of the branches, here sometimes arranged in two sets of spiral

rows which intersect each other at about the same angle (GO^) with the

axis of tiie branch, subrhombic, the ui)per and lower angles reduced to

mere curves, 23 mni. wide, 12 mm. high; leaf bases almost always

present, usually projecting, porous; vascular bundles often distinct, set

well apart in a row some distance from the margin with a few others

near the center, ap])earing either as snuill pits or black dots; ramentum

walls thin, 1 to 2 mm., usually with a groove or commissure, sometimes

thickening at the angles and affected with elongated pits and other

openings, some of these latter passing into abortive llower buds, which

constitute all that is known of the reproductive organs of the species;

armor T) cm. thick; woody axis only known in certain branches, thin,

2 to 3 cm., and not visibly divided; medulla in one specimen J> cm. in

diameter, black and homogeneous.

Twelve of the specimens of the Vale collection have been referred to

this species, namely, Nos. 15, 45, 45), 51, (55, (KJ, (JT, 70, 74. 75, 82, and 85,

and still iiiueli remains uncertain as to the characters. They nearly

all agree in the most striking feature, the i)ossession of i)eculiar turret-

like brandies, but owing to the I'ragile nature of the rock and the

sprangling habit of the species all tlie specimens were badly broken to

])ie(;es and nothing remains but (li.sjcct<( membra. Sonu' of these plants

evidently consisted entirely of branches and possessed no trunk proper

which could be regarded as bearing these branches, but usually there

was a large shapeless mass at the base from which they proceeded in

all directions. Such was the case in Nos. 45, 51, GG, and (57, some of

which must be nearly com])lete. Nos. 45 and 75 belong to the harder

and heavier sort, and possibly nuiy not l)eh)ng to this species. They
might be referred to V. minnehdttensis or ('. marnhiana but for differ-

ences in the leaf scars ami petioles, which agree with this species. No.

74 is very anomalous and is only placed here to avoid making new
species out of deficient material. The turret, if such it was, is reduced

by erosion to a ])ointed cone without character. The specimen is worn
to and into the nu'dulla on one side, but the opposite side is well pre-

served. The leaf scars are typical, but there is a number of large pro-

jecting axes looking like horns, and the specimen, laid on the Avorn

si<le, has the shape and semblance of a gigantic "horned toad.'' All

the other specimens are much alike, and No. 82 is taken as the type for

nu)st of the characters.

So far as the rock substance, color, and external organs are concerned,

this species is very close to (\ mchridci, but that si)ecies is always

simple and consists of one large short trunk, constituting a broad dis-
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tiuction which all tlie numerous specimens of both species do not tend

in Jiuy way to obliterate. In its branching habit it approaches C. min-

nckahfensLs and (K mdrsliiana, but the external characters persistently

keep it separate Ironi either. In color it somewhat resembles the

Ibrnier, but this is all that can be said.

CYCADEOIDEA McBRIDEI, new species.

IX'Xi. /ii-uiieltitca dacoiensis McBimde, in part, Aiiiciiciin (Jeolofjist, XII, ]).L'li), ])1. \i,

fig, 2; IJull. Liib. Nat., Hist. State Univ. of Iowa, II, No. 4, pp. :{91, 392, pi.

XII, fig. 2.

18!ll. Cycadeoidea dacuieniiix (McIiKiDE) Waud, in part, I'roi'. Uiol. Soc, Wasiiing-

toii, IX, p. 86.

Trunks large and very short (li5 to 40 cm. high, LT) to 75 cm. in diam-

eter with a girth of 80 to 250 cm.), more or less laterally or longitudi-

nally compressed, well silicilied but somewhat porous or spongy and
therefore only moderately heavy, reddish brown in color, occasionally

bearing small secondary axes which only slightly i)roject; organs of the

armor variable but usually radial in direction ; leaf scars arranged in

spiral rows intersecting each other at various angles, usually forming

an angle with the axis in either direction of from 40'^ to 55"; scars

subrhombic or lozenge shaped, the distance between the lateral angles

varying from L*li mm. to 35 mm., that between the vertical angles vary-

ing from l.'i mm. to 1(5 mm., nearly always filled with the well-preserved

basics of the leaves which have disarticulated at natural joints, leaving

a smooth surface either convex or concave, or occasionally nearly iiat,

presenting a, si)ongy ap])earance; vascular buiulles of the leaves usually

distinct in the form of pits or of dots of darker color arranged in one row
all round the margin a short distance from it and with a few additional

ones near the center; ramentaceous interspaces thin for the si/c of the

trunks (1 to 4 mm.), compound, thai is, consisting of two or more plates

of lirmer material separated by intervals of loose porous tissue, very

uniform in character and little distorted, the porous tissue olten worn to

some distance leaving fissures divided by thin projecting walls; repro-

ductive organs sometinuis abundant and C()ns])icu()us,l)ut usually rather

scarce and poorly delined, some quite large with a cavitous funuel-

shai)ed or crater-shaped center, others simulating leaf scars except that

they are surrounded by a loose porous tissue in which angular pits

occasionally occur, still others resembling small branches, nuiking it

difQcult in some cases to decide to which class to refer them, one which
has been cut through the center longitudinally showing a heteroge-

neous mass of internal organs resting on a conical receptacle 155 mm.
below its somewhat projecting summit; armor 4 to 8 cm. thick, se[)a-

rated from the cortical parenchyma by a layer of true bark i\ mm. in

thickness of soft texture, its inner surface (exposed in one specimen)

covered with small pits or punctations and definitely marked by ellip-

tical scars about D mm. long and 5 mm. wide which are aligned horizon-

tally around the trunk the longer axis being in this direction, the
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upper side of the scars usually so indistinct as to make them appear

kidney-shaped, the lower side and ends consisting of a dark raised ring

or welt with a groove all round it and exterior to it, the central por-

tion occujtied by a number of i)unctations more or less concentrically

arranged; woody axis 9 to 12 cm. thick, of which the parenchyma occu-

l)ies somewhat more than half and is very porous except where traversed

by the medullary rays of firmer consistency; fibrous zone divided into

an outer soft and an inner harder ring, the inner wall of the latter con-

spicuously marked by the scars of the medullary rays; medulla in the

larger specimens 15 cm. in diameter, but usually elliptical and about

8 by 11 cm. of a uniform porous consistency.

I name this species for Professor McBride because he was the first to

deal with it, although he confounded it with C. dacotcusu, and i)arts

of his description apply to the one and parts to the other species. Still

his figures are clear and leave no doubt that his tig. 2 belongs here.

In his description of that tiguro he says that it belongs to "another indi-

vidual," which of course would have been otherwise evident, and parts

of his description show that either this or other material in his hands

consisted of fragments showing the interior of the trunks, which could

not have been exposed in the -'large, perfect individual." Most of his

description! of the internal parts nuist have been based on such frag-

ments, and the following words appear to apply entirely to the present

species: "Leaves not known; their bases as perceived are fusiform or

lozenge-shape in cross section, one half inch by one inch in dimensions,

and show the remains^ of numerous e(j[ually developed fibro-vascular

bundles."

His specimens seem to have come from exactly the same locality as

those purchased from Mr. Cole, which 1 subsequently visited in com-

pany with Professor and Mrs. Jenney, with Messrs. Cole and Payne as

our guides. TheVe was found the large branching specimen, C. minne-

kahtensis, and there, too, I picked up twelve fragments of different sizes

and shapes. These were numbered in continuation of the Black Hills

collection, of which there are seven nearly perfect trunks, and therefore

included Nos. 8 to 19. Of these six certainly belong to the present sj>e-

cies, namely, Nos. 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, and IG. Two of these fragments,

]N^os. 10 and 11, are found on comparison to fit together and therefore

of course to belong to the same trunk. When jjlaced in their proper

position they constitute the greater part of it, but a large segment is

missing from one side. Among these specimens, all differently broken,

a much larger number of characters are exposed than could be seen in

any number of perfect trunks. Wherever two or more display the same
parts they are in substantial agreement, and it is therefore assumed
that such features as are only visible in some one specimen would be

found in the rest if the proper j)arts could be exposed. The beautiful

markings on the inner surface of the liber zone, as above described, are

to be seen only in specimen No. 16. That all trunks of the species were

of the short conical shape indicated by Nos. 10 and 14 when placed in
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their natural position can not of course be demonstrated, but the other

specimens do not negative this view.

Piofessor McBride remarks that "the present species is near Be7i-

nettites gibsonianus Carr., from which it may be distinguished by
greater size and by the fact that in our species the libro-vascuhir bun-

dles of the leaf-stems are of uniform size and distribution, and do not

form a horseshoe shape in cross section, as is said to be the case in the

English species." In this last one would su])pose he was confounding

the undivided vascular bundle as it appears in the axis, and esi)ecially

in its passage through the cortical layer' before it divides, with the

form assumed by the numerous strands that enter the petiole and

ai)pear as small dots on a cross section of the latter.- Neither in the

American Geologist nor in the Bulletin of the Laboratory of the State

University of Iowa do these strands show clearly in fig. li, still I think

I can detect them, but in nearly all our specimens these bundles are

very clearly shown, and they do agree remarkably well with those of

Carruthers's figure.^ Still I should hesitate to refer the American forms

to C. (jibsoni on this character alone, and having myself examined the

British sj)ecimen I do not think it is very close in other respects.'

The absence of perfect trunks of this species in the U. S. National

Museum collection is not due to its rarity in the Black Ilills, as I was
satisfied after exy^mining the large number of fragments picked up
by myself, but to the frailty of the siiecies. There is in fossil cycads

certainly a close connection between the mineral constitution and the

original nature of the tissues, and both vary with the species, much as

different kinds of wood differ in their qualities of hardness, durability,

tenacity, etc., in our living forests. Accordingly the substance of the

rock in this species is always soft, porous, and light, easily worn by
attrition, and therefore frail. Moreover there is a tendency to early

decay of the medulla and woody axis, which caused many of the trunks

to become hollow before they were entombed. This made compression

and general destruction easy and accounts for the difdculty in securing

good specimens.

In view of these facts I was not surprised to find a large number of

specimens of this species in the Yale collection. There are no less than

13 which I have so referred, although several of these are very abnor-

mal and doubtful. The ones so classed are Kos. 8, 10, 23, 26, 27, 29, 38,

42, 4G, 53, 73, 76, and 110. No one of these is absolutely complete,

and the greater part of them are mere fragments. In the majority of

cases the specific determination is clear at a glance, and this is true

even of the smaller fragments. No. 10 is a typical and nearly comi)lete

trunk, weighing 51.46 kg., and No. 23 is by far the most i)erfect speci-

men of the species known to me. It weighs nearly 50 kg., but there is

a vast cavity at the summit. No. 76 is also nearly complete and a fine

' Carruthers, Trans. Liun. Soc, XXVI, ])1. lvii, fig. 3.

^Idem., 1)1. LViii, lig. 2.

=» Sixteenth Ann. Kept. U. S. (kol. .Sixrv., I't. 1, p. 187.
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o\iiiiii)le, weighing' -J."}..")!) kg. There iire- tliree dwarf specimens, Nos.

20, 2!>, 12, iiiul 5;}, which, though nearly perfect, must be immature

trunks if they beh)ng liere. They dilier too nuicli from each other to

constitute a s|)ecilic group, and I liave been obliged to treat them as

young, dwarf, or aberrant forms of this species. Nos. 20, 2!», and 42

have each a good ternnnal bud, the only such seen in the species. No.

53 is very small, only 11 cm. high, weighing only 1.57 kg., short-conical,

and very symmetrical. It represents the species in miniature, and is

doubtless undeveloped.

Only one of the si)ecimens of tlie Yale collection from the Dlackhawk

region belongs to this s[)ecies, namely. No. 110, which consists of nearly

half of a large trunk, showing the much worn outer surface, with deep

holes, which are often united a short distance within by the decay of

the walls so as to produce connnunicating chambers. The opposite side

exposes Ui large hollow or trough, consisting of the inner wall of the

Avoody zone. It also shows the attachment of the armor and the

underlying axis in an exceptional manner.

CYCADEOIDEA MARSHIANA, new species.

Trunks very large, profusely branched, the primary branches often

bearing secondary ones, the whole individual freipiently consisting of

branches, sometimes with a. sort of common base, the branches irregu-

lar in size, form, and direction, making shapeless or giotes(iue objects;

summits of the branches rounded, bearing small ])olygonal s(;ars witli

depressed or ca\i(ous centers separated by deep channels as if from

the disappearance of the walls, or filled with the bases of the apical

leaves often set in a circular, smooth llattened area and having a small

conical i)rotuberance or terminal butl at the center; rock substance

hard, heavy, and dark cok)red, general external appearance rough and

massive; forms vc'ry variable in size and difiicult to measure, the largest

attaining 1>1 cm. in its greatest dimension, the lateral generally greater

than the vertical dimensions when standing on the base, the former

often 50 to 00 cm., the latter 30 to 40 cm., branches 15 to 30 cm. long,

10 to 40 cm. in diameter, and often over a meter in girth; organs of

the armor ascending on all the branches; phyllotaxy usually so dis-

turbed as not to be traceable, but consisting of at least one series of

si)iral rows of scars passing from right to left at an angle of about 75°

with the axis of the branch; leaf scars of medium size or small for the

size of the trunks, normally subrhombic, but varying from triangular,

or with a mere grove to represent the upi)er angle, to nearly rhombic,

15 to 30 mm. wide, 7 to 15 mm. high, averaging 12 by 25 mm. for the

body of the trunk and 10 by 18 mm. for the branches, usually empty
to considerable depth, sometimes tilled with the leaf bases, which

either i)resent a smooth concave surface or a rough projecting surface

formed in part by rows of pointed elevations consisting of the exposed

extremities of the vascular bundles lying on the sides of a central con-
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ical piotubeniiice the ;ii)e.\ of which is IbriiKMl in part of the more
interior strands; rainentacoous interstices nsnally tliick, o to 15 mm.,

hard, rougliened. wrinkled, or grooved, often highest next to the scars,

sometimes thinner with only a median line; rc^productive organs gen-

erally abundant on the body of the trunk and larger branches, large,

7 cm. long in a (urcumferential direction, 5 cm. high, conspicuous, either

projecting or cavitous and crater-shaped from tiie decay of the essen-

tial organs, surrounded by concentric rows of lai'ge bract scars, some-

times more rare and smaller; armor 1 to 7 cm. thick, but dillicult to

observe except on the branches whore it has little sigidlicance, cortical

parenchyma .'J to 4 cm., librous zone 13 to 4 cm. with two rings; medulla

sometimes seen at the comi)ound base, VI cm. in dianu'ter, often deca^'iMl

leaving a large cavity, its surface ex [)osed in one specimen showing the

scars of the meijullary rays in the form of elongated ridges increasing

in thickness xipward and terminating in a shai'i) point.

This magnilicent s[»ecies was lirst clearly made known to njc in the

Yale collection, where it is represented by four, and probably six, s[)eci-

inens. These are Nos. 4, 11, .'{3, 44, 47, an<l 70. The doubtful ones are

Nos. 33 and 71). These are single branches of nuich larger trunks and
their characters are somewhat aberrant. Of the other five there is no
doubt, as they agree in all their characters. No. 11 is taken as the

type. It is larger than any of the rest and the next laigest specimen

in the Yale collection, weighing 221.35 kg., and therefore holding the

third rank in this res[)ect among tlu^ cyi^ads of the world. It has the

form of a huge animal, has In e prinniry branches, and, when placed in

the position in which it probably grew, four of these, with the mass to

which they are attached, constitute a sort of fore part, with head,

thorax, and fore limbs, while the other represents the hinder part and
is aligned in the ()[)[)osite direction. lietween these i)arts is a con-

striction dividing the two systems. It is very complete, so much so

that it has furnished few of the internal characters.

Xos. 4 and 47 are also large trunks, weighing respectively 52.(12 ami
34.03 kg., and the other fragments supplement the more perfect speci-

mens, so as to make a pretty full description of the species possible.

I have named tin; species in honor of Prof. OthnieK^Jnirles Marsh, to

whose energy and munilicence this great collection is wholly due.

When engaged in examining and describing these specimens in the

Yale collection 1 supposed that none existed in the United States

National Museum, but on revising all my previous descriptions in the

light of the new material I discovered that l was mistaken and that

specimen No. 15 belongs to this species. I had referred it with doubt to

C. colofisdiisj and under that head had made the following remark : "The
only other specimen in the collection of the United States National

Museum that 1 can refer to this species is the fragment No. 15, col-

lected by myself in 1803 on the same spot where the others.were found.

This IS a very irregular block or segment, broken from near the top of

Troc. N. M. vol. xxi 14
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a ^eat trunk. It is similar in mineral character to No. 0, and the leaf

scars and other organs agree well witb the upper i)arts of that si)ecimen.

The fractures are downward, but follow the i)lane of the petioles, which

are here erect. In No. 15, however, two large and nearly equal branches,

whose axes were nearly at right angles to each other, are represented.

Viewed from the broken sides the two axes are ch*arly seen in contact,

having a gnarly appearance, such as is normally produced at the junc-

tion or crotch between two branches."

This branching character, as I was well aware, does not belong to the

large perfect specimen, but having no others, I thought it possible th^t

some of the small secondary axes might in other cases become primary

branches. But after seeing so many other specimens of C. colossalis,

all agreeing in this respect, and also a large number of the present

species also all agreeing and exhibiting no tendency.to vary in the

direction of the other si)ecies, it became obvious that the branching

forms aJl belonged to one species and the simple ones to another. The

specimen No. lo clearly belongs to the branching species, and now it is

easy to see other specific differences.

CYCADEOIDEA FURCATA, new species.

Trunks hirge, forking above, or sometimes with a third branch, sini])h'

below, laterally compressed, eccentric, light colored, soft and of low spe

cific gravity, 35 to 45 cm. high, 25 to 30 by 35 to 40 cm. in diameter, 90 to

110 cm. in girth ; organs of the armor mainly horizontal ; leaf scars sub

rhombic or somewhat triangular, the vertical angles generally rounded,

the lateral acute, variable in size, averaging 15 by 25 mm., those on the

branches smaller, or sometimes nearly as large, empty
f
ramentaceous

walls variable, usually thin, 1 to 5 mm., much thicker in the angles, firm

in texture, grooved or divided into two or three plates; reproductive

organs few, large,*elliptical, 4 to 7 by 7 to 10 cm. in diameter, either set

in depressions or somewhat elevated, surrounded by bract scars, either

cavitous in tlie center or solid, the larger ones simulating small branches

;

armor 4 to 7 cm. tliick; cortical parenchyma 7 cm., clearly distinguish-

able from the darker zonfeof wood cm. in thickness; medulla elliptical,

9 to 11 cm. in diameter.

This species is thus far represented by only two specimens, namely,

Nos. 18 and CO of the Yale collection, the latter of which is in such a

complete state of preservation that little can be known of its internal

structure. It is distinguished from all other trunks known to me by a

true dichotomy, consisting of a simple trunk with two nearly equal erect

branches and a natural Junction or crotch at their joint of separation.

The axis is far to one side and the trunk is flattened on that side, the

entire true base being lateral and the trunk standing on a false base

belonging to the armor, but naturally flattened in transverse direction.

These peculiarities were doubtless the result of the position in which

the trunk originally grew among rocks. Besides this striking charac-
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teristic, tlie light color and soft constitution of the rock, as well as the

form and arrangement of the scars, ramentum walls, reproductive

organs, etc., distinguish this from all other cycadean trunks. It is a

line specimen and weighs 49.9 kg.

No. 18 consists of two nearly equal branches and one somewhat
smaller, arranged in a triangular cluster. Two of them are flat on one

side from giowing against uocks. Tiie trunk proper can scarcely be

said to be rei)resented. The two larger branches are each about 30 cm.

in diameter and 23 cm. long, with rounded summits, forming something

analogous to terminal buds. Fractures about the lower portion yield

elements of internal .stru<;tuie, but they relate to the branches only.

The external surface is beautifully preserved. This sijecimen weighs

(JC.22 kg.

CYCADEOIDEA COLEI, new species.

Trunks rather large, ellipsoidal, 34 to4<S cm. high, ellii)tical or nearly

circular in cros>j section, 30 to 39 cm. in diameter and 90 to 118 cm. in

circumference at the thickest i)art, simple, the apex studded with

polygonaT small scars and presenting a smooth disk with a central ele-

vation; rock substance dark brown in color and moderately heavy;

organs of the armor except the very lowest manifestly ascending; leaf

scars arranged in two series of more or less distinct .spiral rows, those

passing from left to right forming an angle of 75'^ and those from right

to left of 4o^ to the vertical axis; scars subihombic, vaiying from

almost rhombic to nearly triangular with rounded angles, large, aver-

aging 22 mm. wide and 13 mm. high, l»ut ratio of width to height vari-

able, empty to a depth of 2 too cm.; ramentaceous walls usually thick,

but very variable, doubly grooved or wrinkled, cracked or fissured,

often pitted by the scars of small bristles or perulae; fruiting axes

numerous, small, most or sometimes all ot their surface occupied by
bract scars, central portion correspondingly small, generally cavitous

from the disappearance of the essential organs, which appear to have

often been immature or abortive: armor about to 7 cm. thick; cor-

tical paiencliyma 3 cm. thick; fibrous zone 2 cm., consisting of two

rings of wood; medulla about 9 cm. in diameter.

This is a very handsome species of which the type specimen was pur-

chased of Mr. V. 11. Cole, for whom the species is named. That speci-

men weighs 03 kg.

The Yale collection contains nine specimens that I was obliged to

refer to this species. These are Nos. 12, 20, 2.5, 28, 48, 52, 57, 08, and
80. Of these Xos. 25 and 80 are small and either dwarfed or immature,

and Nos. 28 and 52 are small fragments. The rest are fairly typical

and furnish good characters. Ko. 48, though small, weighing only

29.49 kg., is perhaps the most typical. Xo. 57, though not complete,

weighs 50.24 kg., and was doubtless originally quite the equal of the

United States National Museum type. No. 12 has an unusual number
of fruiting axes.
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CYCADEOIDEA PAYNEI, new species.

Trunks inodinm sized, lateiiilly C()in])ressed, usually enlargino- from

the base upward to near the suuiinit but sometimes subcyliudrical,

30 cm. to 55 cm. liigli, <»5 cm. to 85 cm. in average girtli, 20 by 25 cm.

to 25 by 35 cm. in diameter, light or darkish brown in color, not sjjc-

cially lirm or heavy, bearing fi;w or not any secondary axes; organs of

the armor horizontal; phyllotaxy rather obscure, but scars arranged in

imperfect si)iral lows, chielly subrhombie, but varying to rhombic; or

triangular, much distorted in the specimens in hand, but where clearly

shown 10 to 10 mm. high and 10 to 31 mm. wide, empty to some depth,

their bottoms filled with the partially decayed remains of the petioles;

ramentaceous interstices rather thin but variable, usually with a more

or less distinct commissure; reproductive organs or their remains

numerous and consi)icuous, often ])rqjecting considerably beyond the

general surface in the form of protuberances or terete spongy cylinders,

often decayed leaving large cavities, more or less crater-shaped or

funnel-shaped, the interior sometimes definitely grooved or. marked,

surrounded by Jiumerous, sometimes large triangular involucral bract

scars; armor varying in thickness from 2 cm. to 7 cm., attached by an

irregular line or thin layer of bark to the cortical jiarenchyma which

is 1 to 2 cm. thick and incloses a tibrous zone of about the same thick-

ness, which is divided into two or three rings; medulla less compressed

than the outer ])arts, to 10 cm. in diameter.

The only specimens that certainly belong to this sjjecies are Nos. 4

and 5 of the collection ])urchased from Mr. Cole. The description of

the internal parts is (;hietly ])osed on No. 5, which is the smallest of that

collection and has been cut longitudinally through the axis, one of the

halves cut transversely 12 cm. above the base, and the surfaces pol-

ished. These sections furnish clear views of the organs of the armor

and of the relations of tlie armor to the underlying parts. The si)ecific

identity of the two specimens is based on the exteriud characters,

which substantially agree. No. 4 weighs 33.11 kg., and No. 5, 22.22 kg.

I name the species for the ranchmai), Mr. rayne, who originally discov-

ered the cycads of that region and from whom Mr. Cole obtained them.

He it was, moreover, who finally guided us to the locality after Mr.

Cole had vainly sought to take us to it the previous day, missing the

way, notwithstanding that he had been at the spot.

In the Yale collection there are three specimens, Nos. 58, 09, and 77,

which 1 have doubtfully referred to this species, although some of the

characters are different from those above described. Nos. 58 and 69

are vertically instead of laterally compressed. If this is due entirely

to ])ressnre of the superincumbent mass after entombment, it has no

systematic value and depends upon the i)osition occupied by the siiec-

imen; but eminent authorities have insisted that it is a condition of

growth. 1 am inclined to think that this may be true in some cases,

but that the former explanation is the chief one.
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No. 77 of the Yale collection is smaller above than below, and if it

belongs to C. paynei this is not a constant character. There is, more-

over, a peculiarity in No. 77 which distinguishes it from all other cyca-

dean trunks known to me, and which could not well be described as a

si)eci(ic character. I therefore set it forth here as an individual trait,

due perhaps entirely to the particular time at which the trunk was
entombed and the conditions under Avhich its mineralization took ])lace.

Tli(^ specimen shows a largo number of fruits on its surfacM*, Aviiich are

filled and protrude in greater or less degrees. .Alany of them consist

of protuberances or gentle swellings presenting a uniform granular

surface. These apparent granules are about 1 mm. in diameter, and
have the character of vein (piartz or chalcedony, sometimes with ablue-

ish cast, as if partially opalized. They are very uniform in size and
appearance, and look much like little seeds. In some of the fruits,

however, they are so exposed as to show what lies below the immediate

surface, and here they have the form of tlie terminal portions of small

rods or the silicified cores of tubes. The fact that they occupy the

whole central portion of the organ precludes the possibility of their

being the bases of involucral bracts, and, besides, they are not angular

nor semilunar, but cylindrical. They must, therefore, represent some of

the growths from the receptacle of the spadix, and the only such

growths thus far found in fossil cycads are the seminiferous peduncles

and the interseminal scales or chatf. I incline to regard thent ar, the

rei)resentatives of tlie former of these organs, but they are probably

not the organs themselves silicified, but simply the homogeneous and
structureless siliceous rods or cores that have filled the tubes caused

by the decay of these organs.

The Yale specimens are all smaller than either of the National

Museum types, No. 77 weighing 21.09 kg.. No, (iO, 20.86 kg., and No.

58, which is dwarf, abnormal, and peihaps immature, o..'33 kg.

CYCADEOIDEA ASPERA, new species.

Trunks small, subconical, simple, very rough on the surface, light

brown varying to whitish, dark with white streaks within, moder-

ately heavy, about 20 cm. high, nearly the same in diameter, and 70

cm. in circumference; organs of the armor somewhat declined through-

out; phyllotaxy not traceable; leaf scars anomalous in having the

upper angle much sharper than the lower, the reverse of the usual

case and only elsewhere observed in C insolUrt, lower angle reduced to

a groove, a curve, or a straight line, lateral angles always sharp; scars

small, 12 to 25 mm. wide, 10 to 15 mm. high, subrhombic; leaf bases

present usually projecting 5 to 10 mm. above the walls, presenting a
light brown, very spongy and porous surface, without evidence that

any of the i)ores represent the scars of vascular strands; ramentaceous

interstices thin, 1 to 5 mm., dark reddish brown, sunk to varying

depths among the projecting leaf bases and other organs, scaly and
laminated with crooked and twisted plates; reproductive organs as
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numerous ns tlic leaf scars, i)roj(;cting nnicli beyond tlic petioles, some-

times 3 cm, liigli, solid or variously broken and jagged, occasionally

somewhat c.avibms, scarcely showing any involucral scales, but in addi-

tion to all the other oigaus described are small angular bracts, mostly

broken down, ])resenting sharp e<lges and projections over the surface,

intermediate in clmracter between scales and leaves, i)roperly to be

classed as bristles or i)enilae; all the difCereiit ])rojecting oi-gans giving

the trunk a ragged iind horrescent appearance; armor, including pro-

jections, cm. thick, the vascular strands traceable far into the woody

zone and inner limit not definite; parenchymatous layer 15 mm. thick

])enetrated by the whitened leaf bundles; secondary wood 2 cm. thick,

consisting of two nearly equal rings, the outer white, the inner black

or dark blue in the only specimen kn(nvn ;
medulla cm. in diameter,

dark, limvgiained and homogeneous.

This species is based on the single specimen. No. 104, of the Yale

collection from the Ulackhawk locality, which is somewhat less than

half of a. trunk that divided along a vertical plane from top to bottom

almost as smooth and even as if sawn through by a gang saw, eximsing

the interior in an a<lmirable manner. Its only aflinities are with C.

paynci, and the specimen, though smaller, has a remarkable resemblance

to No. 5 of the U. S. National Museum, which was cut through on the

same plane as this specimen. The resemblance is, however, more

apparent than real, and the descending leaves, and esjiecially the

inverted scars, clearly excbule it from that si)ecies. Add to this that

no specimens of C. jxit/nci have been found elsewhere than in the orig-

inal Minnekabta locality, and the imi)robability of this belonging to

that spe(ties is v(My great. It is too i)erfect a specimen to class as

undeterminable, and there seems no course left than to treat it as con-

stituting a new sjjecies.

»

CYCADEOIDEA INSOLITA, new species.

Trunks medium sized, unbrancluul, somewhat elliptical in cross

section, subcyliudrieal or sub(;onical; rock substance light colored,

moderately hard and heavy; height of trunks 30 to 40 cm., diameter 30

to 35 cm., girth about 1 meter; organs of the armor Jiearly horizontal;

leaf scars irregularly distributed over the surface, very variable in size

and shape, rhombic or subrhombic, in the latter case having the more

acute angle above and the more obtuse one below, that is, the oi)])osite

of the normal condition, 15 to 25 mm. wide, 8 to 15 mm. high, sonu'times

empty to some depth, but in some such cases the summits of the leaf

bases showing the vascular bundles in the form of little rods or pins

projecting upward and forming a row all around the leaf bases close to

the margin with others near the center, about 18 to each leaf; leaf

bases sometimes projecting in the form of small cones, in which cases

the bundles can be seen either as black dots or as little protuberances

around the sides of the cones; ramentum walls thin but variable, 1 to

4 mm., firm and sharp on the edges of the scars, gi'ooved along the
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middle; reinoductivc organs abundant, disturbing the phyllotaxy,

tending to congregate and blend together, presenting a rough surface,

usually projecting, rather small and with few bract scars; armor 4 to

cm. thick, cortical parenchyma 2 to 3 cm., fibrous zone 15 to 30 mm.
with two or three rings, the outer either preserved and showing fine-

grained structure or much decayed, in either case conspicuously par-

titioned off by the medullary rays, the others also showing woody
wedges; medulla 8 by 12 cm. in diameter at the base, enlarging upward,

hard and homogeneous in structure.

This species is founded on two specimens in the Yale collection, Nos.

50 and G4, cliielly the latter, No. 50 being only a small fragment. The
characters can not be forced into any other s[)ecies, especially the

inverted leaf scars and the peculiar hfibit of the vascular bundles in

the petioles. In No. 33, which is a branch of a trunk of the type of

No. 11, and lias been referred to (J. inarHhiana, this latter peculiarity

is nearly repeated, but this happeiis in no other specimen of that

species.

No. 04 is the lower part of a trunk irregularly broken across the top

and down one side to near the middle. The apex is therefore unknown.
Jt is this specimen that has furnished all the external characters, but

No. 50 shows precisely tiic same (characters, so far as it goes, and adds

somewhat to the knowledge of the internal parts. No. 04 weighs 24.05

kg. and :No. 50, 3.20 kg.

CYCADEOIDEA OCCIDENTALIS, new species.

Trunks medium sized, conical or ellipsoidal, simple or with a few

small secondary axes, well silicified, moderately hard au<l heavy, red-

dish brown without, dark or nearly black within; organs of the armor
generally ascending; phyllotaxy not traceable in any of the specimens;

leaf scars subrhombic, variable in size, 10 to 25 mm. long, 10 to 10 mm.
high, usually filled by the leaf bases; bundles not visible; ramenta-

ceous interspaces thin, less than 2 mm., roughened without, white

within, contrasting strongly with the black petiolar substance in longi-

tudinal section; reproductive organs rare, slightly protruding, usually

having remains of the organs preserved, occasionally decayed so as to

leave openings, obscure from without, distinct in sections longitudinal

to them, penetrating to a depth of cm.; the substance above the

fruit light colored; fruit dark, elliptical or ovate, nearly homogeneous
and showing no structure, subtended by strong involucral bracts and
crowded by a mat of (;haff" probably cojisisting of the summits of the

interseminal scales, seeds not detectable; armor 5 to 8 cm. thick,

irregularly joined to the woody axis, the outer or parenchymatous
portion of which to a thickness of 3 cm. is more or less decayed in

most of the specimens, the fibrous zone divided into two rings each

about 15 mm. thick, the innermost very firm and fine-grained, its inner

wall (exposed in two specimens) regularly marked by the scars of the
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lueclullary rays, the scars consisting of conspicuous elongated depres-

sions arranged in longitudinal rows at equal distances (1 cm.) from one
another; the scars nearly the same distance one above another but
alternating so as to form diagonal rows crossing the vertical ones at an
angle of nearly 4r)0; inner face of the second ring of wood (exposed

over a small area in one specimen) nearly smooth but faintly striate in

a horizontal direction, marked witli smaller, more distant scars;

medulla (represented only in one small disk-shai)ed specimen from near

the top of a trunk, and here thoroughly crystallized) scarcely known.

Four of the fragments picked u]) by me belong to this species. They
are Nos. 11, ll*, 17, and 18. No. 11 is a large block weighing over 7

kg., showing considerable of the external surface, which is not very

clear. Portions of it have been detached and cut in several directions

to show the internal structure. Most of such characters above given

are derived from this source. No. 12 is a very small piece, consisting

entirely of the fibrous zone of wood, of which it shows the inner wall

with the scars identical in charactei" with those of No. 11, of which it is

probably only a detached fragment. No. 17 is a crescent-shaped frag-

ment from a small trunk and weighs 2.27 kg. It appears to have come
from near the top of the trunk. No. 18 is a thin, horizontal zone or

disk from near the top of a small trunk. The internal portion is much
crystallized.

CYCADEOIDEA JENNEYANA Ward.

1891. Cjicadeoidca jcntutjand Waki>, I'roc. IJiol. Soc, WashLugton, April 9, 1894, IX,

p. 87.

Trunks large and tall, attaining a height of 130 cm., cylindrical,

little compressed, .'H) to 50 cm. in diameter, the girth reaching over a

meter and a half, tirmly silicitied, more or less chalcedouized or opalized

within, very hard and heavy, light brown or reddish externally, white

or reddish, sometirties black within; organs of the armor horizontal

except near the summit; leaf scars arranged in intersecting si)iral

rows, those passing from left to right making an angle of about 40°

and those from right to left of about 50° with the vertical axis; scars

subrhombic to subtriangular with mostly rounded angles, sometimes

kite-shaped, large, 20 to 30 mm. wide, 12 to 25 mm. high, partially or

wholly filled with the remains of the leafstalks; vascular bundles in

the petioles arranged in an imperfect row all round near the margin
with other straight rows, or somewhat scattered in the interior,

numerous (forty were counted in one cross section), circular, elliptical,

crescent-shai^ed, or kidney-shaped in section; ramentaceous inter-

spaces very thick but somewhat variable (0 to 13 mm.), sometimes

roughened or irregularly affected by small pits representing bract

scars, a line of which may run through the center dividing the walls,

or by cracks which divide them into plates or small partitions; repro-

ductive organs numerous, large, and well developed, often protruding,

sometimes cavitons, S(iattered over all parts of the surface, axillary to
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the leaf scars, whose shape and order they distort, elliptical in outline,

25 to 40 mm. in a horizontal and 38 to 20 mm. in a vertical direction,

surrounded by concentrically arranged semilunar or somewhat tri-

angular bract scars which are sometimes continued in a horizontal

direction, converging and blending with the rows dividing the walls,

the central portion when exposed at the margin of a fractni-e taking

the form of an eloiigated cylindrical spadix or fruit, which, seen in

cross section, proves to l)e made up of four large organs which seem to

contain two axes, and seen in longitudinal section, to constitute a con-

vex receptacle from which arise seminiferous peduncles (or filaments)

and interseminal (or interstamiuate) scales, the seeds (or anthers)

having disappeared leaving a region of amorphous decayed tissue

occujned by the matted prolongations of the chatt'; armor 8 to 9 cm.

thick; liber zone very indistinct; cortical parenchyma 3 to 4 cm. thick;

fibrovascular zone about 2 cm., without visible subdivision into rings;

medulla slightly elliptical, the major diameter 10 to 17 cm., the minor
]3 to 14 cm., black and cherty in all the specimens, showing no structure,

giving oft' rays which may be seen traversing the woody cylinder.

The above description is based mainly on two large trunks, or i)arts

of the same trunk, which, through the intervention of Professor -lenney,

were generously loaned to the Smithsonian Institution by Dr. Y. T.

McGillicuddy, director of the State- School of Mines of South Dakota
in Kapid City, where they had been deposited. There are numy rea-

sons for believing that these two pieces belong together, and, with a
small missing intermediary piece, constituted a tall, cylindrical trunk.

One of the pieces, about 40 cm. long, represents the true base, and the

other, 58 cm. long, the true summit. The former is scarcely worn at all,

while the latter is deeply eroded all round as the result of having been
long exposed to adverse intluences, probably by having lain in the bot-

tom of a gulch. It is therefore considerably smaller than the normal
diminution upward would require. The ditterence applies, however,
wholly to the exterior, and the medulla and woody cylinder are no
smaller than would be the case in an entire trunk at different heights.

After a careful examiiuition I have arrived at the conclusion that if

they are parts of one trunk it would only indicate the loss of about
30 cm., which would give a total height for the trunk of about 130 cm.
Only two other tall, cylindrical species of Oy(;adeoidea are known to

me, namely, the C. e.reelm, described below, and the C. {/igantea of

Seward from the Purbeck beds of Portland.' Specifically, of course,

C. jenneyand is very distinct from both of these, but in its sti-aight,

erect habit it somewhat resembles G. (jUjantea. It is nuich less com-
pressed laterally, and if my conclusions are correct as to the amount
missing between the two sections, it was taller by 11 or 12 cm. Mr.

'A. C. Seward, on Cycadeoidea (jiciantea, ii new Cycadean stem from tlie rur))eck
beds of Portland. Quart. Jouru. Geol. Soc. Loudon, February, 1897, LIII, pp. 22-39,

pis. i-v.
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Seward docs not state tlie weijilit of liis si)e(!iinen, but if the material

at all resembles that of all other cycads from those quarries its specific

.gravity is low and the weight would be small in relation to the bulk.

He states the girth of the specimen at 107 cm., while that of G.jcnncyana

is very nearly l.'iO cm. More exactly, the lower piece, measured at the

middle, is 129.54 cm., while the upper piece, both at the lower end and

at the middle, measures 107 cm. The ditterence, as explained above, is

cliieHy due to erosion of the surface of the latter. The lower piece

weighs 95.26 kg. and the upper, 80.18 kg., a total of 181.44 kg. The
entire trunk must therefore have weighed nearly 250 kg., which would

have given it the third rank, from this point of view, among the fossil

cycads of the world.

The question whether there are any other specimens in our collection

that belong to the same species is a more dillicult one. In 1803 I vis-

ited the si)ot where the large trunks were originally found. I was

acconj])anied by Professor and Mrs. .lenney, and we took with us as

our guide Mr. Gilbert Getchcll, of Rapid City, who said he helped load

the specimens into the wngcm in 1876, in company with Mr. Leedy, who
had discovered them some time earlier, but who was no longer in those

parts. Mr. Getchell showed us the locality, on the ranch of a Mr.

Black, 2h miles north of BlackhawU. No other fragments were found

by any of our party, although we all searched diligently for several

hours and collected a large amount of silicified wood. We were told

at the ranch that a man named McBride (not Professor Mcl>ride, of

course) had been in the region and had gathered and taken away all

the specimens he could tind.

Later in the summer, when I was in California, Professor Jenney

learned the whereabouts of Mr. McBride, who was then in Deadwood,

and i)urchased two fragments of cycads from him that he said came
from that locality. He also purchased two other fragments from a man
named Stillwell, in Deadwood, also as he was informed, from the same
place. All these he sent to Washington, and they constitute a part of

the cycad collections in my hands.

Upon careful examination of all four of these fragments I conclude

that there is nothing to negative the supposition that three of them
belong to the same species as the large trunks, and 1 have accordingly

included them under Cycadeoidea jenncyana. They were numbered in

the collection as: McBride Fragments, Nos. 1 and 2, and Stillwell Frag-

ment, No. 1.

These fragments are irregular and not well preserved, but they evi-

dently came from large trunks, and all the characters that they show
agree substantially with those of this species. As they come from the

same locality, and as a portion of the great trunk is missing, I have

examined them carefully to see whether they might possibly belong to

that trunk, but I find no evidence of this. These fragments weigh,

respectively, 12.25, 11.34, and 7.26 kg.
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A iew (lays after visitiiif;' tliis locality oti Black's ranch I was in Hot
Springs, and purchased a number of fragments of cycads from a dealer

named Homer Moore. Two of these, which fitted together, forming a

block weighing a, little more than 7 kg., evidently belonged to a very

large trunk, and these show a number of characters which agree with

those of C. jenncyana. In fact they very closely resemble the Stillwell

Fragment, ^o. 1, so that whatever is done with the one must be done
also with the other. Mr. Moore thought that these specimens came
from the Minnekahta region, but was un(;ertain as to their source.

They certainly differ specifically from any of the material from that

region, and agree substantially with most of that from lilack's ranch.

I shall therefore include them under (1. jenneyana.

I had in hand two small slabs belonging to the Woman's College of

Baltimore, purchased in Germany by Dr. John F. Goucher, president

of that college, and sent over, along with the lUbbin's collection, from

Maryland. Dr. Goucher informed me that when he purchased these

fragments he was told that they came from the l>lack Hills in America.

I can well believe this, as, so far as they go, they are substantially

identical with the material from Blac^k's ranch, and \ am obliged to

refer them to the present species. They contain none of the woody
cylinder, but are confined to the armor, of which they show a thickness

of 3 to 5 (;ni. The exterior is obs<',nre and (;losely resembles the Still-

well Fragment, No. 1, and the Homer Moore Fragment, but the inner

face is cut and polished in a direction transverse to the leaf bases,

whi(!h are beautifully shown, and also in the opposite direction, show-

ing the organs in longitudiiiiil section. Fruiting axes are also thus

exposed, and much of the above descrii)tio!i relating to the structure

of these organs is derived from a study of these sections. 1 have no
doubt that the other specimens, when similarly cut, as they will be
eventually, will furnish the same characters. In fact, they can now be
less distinctly seen on a number of fractured surfiices.

These specimens bear the labels of the Museum of the Woman's
College, Nos. 1501 and 2128. The former weighs 532 grams and the

latter 480 grams. They are exactly alike in all essential respects and
may well have belonged to the same trunk.

In the Yale collection there are 21 specimens that ai)pear to belong
to this species. These are Nos. 81, 87, 88, 00, 01, 0.3, 00, 07, 08, 101,

102, 108, 100, 111, 112, 113, 111, 115, IIG, 120, 121, 124, 125, and 120.

It will be observed that all but the first two of these came with the

two last invoices, and are from the Blackhawk region, the same from
which the original type of the State School of Mines was obtained.

The two reported from the Minnekahta region, Nos. 81 and 87, also

belong to this species beyond a doubt. No. 81 consists of eight small

fragments, which all fit together and form an irregular segment from
a large trunk similar to those belonging to the State School of Mines
of South Dakota. Indeed, they might have belonged to the supposed
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missing portion of the tall trunk which those two pieces are believed

to have so nearly constituted. The eight fragments together weigh

9.5 kg.

No. 87 also consists of a number (five) of small fragments that can be

built up into a segment of a trunk, aiul altogether weigh 7.G kg., but

these do not so closely resemble the type specimens. Still, the charac-

ters they possess are those of this species. Professor Marsh thought

that these specimens came from the Blackhawk locality, but Mr. Still-

well, from whom they were purchased, states that they were obtained

3 miles southwest of Minnekahta station. This agrees closely with the

original locality. I am disposed to believe that there has been some

mistake, and that these particular specimens are, after all, from the

Blackhawk region.

Of the other lili from the Blackhawk region Nos. 01, 113, 120, and 124

are somewhat doubtful. No. 91 has a large terminal bud, 8 cm. high,

elliptical in cross section, and 15 by 20 cm. in diameter, studded with

polygonal bract scars, 5 to 8 mm. in diameter, filled with the bases of the

bracts or small leaves matted together and exposed on the sides of

the terminal bud which have suttered from erosion. I have not included

this bud in the description of the species on account of doubts as to the

true affinities of this specimen, which, if it belongs here, is the only one

in which the bud is i)reserved. The surface is so badly worn that all

the reliable characters are obscured except that in general shape the

specimen agrees with others of this species. The scars are large and

the walls thick, which further confirm this supposition. No. 113 is also

badly worn and metamorphosed, but probably belongs to this species.

It is a fine trunk, nearly complete, 55 cm. high, and weighs 91.17 kg.

No. 120 is an interesting specimen, and shows a great number of large

fruits which stand out, having resisted the deep erosion of the surface.

No. 124 is a mass of quartz and only a fragment, but in all probability

came from a trunk of C.jcnncyana.

The lest of the specimens, though mostly fragments and segments

from large trunks, are not doubtful, as they show surface characters in

all cases which are distinctive. Several, however, are fine trunks.

No. 101, though in three sections perlectly fitting together, is an almost

perfect trunk, laterally compressed, 97 cm. high, and weighs 183.71 kg,,

which is a little more than one kilogram heavier than both pieces of the

tyjie specimen from the State School of Mines of South Dakota. Unfor-

tunately the surface is badly worn and the most important characters

are obscured. No. 102 is the lower part (30 cm.) of the largest trunk

of the species thus far known. It is nearly circular in cross section,

has a diameter of 47 cm. and a girth of 15(1 cm. Its surface is also in

a fair state of preservation. No. 121 is a similar but much smaller

basal i3ortion. No. 115 is anomalous in many respects and might have

been included among the doubtful cases. Though in two pieces it is

nearly complete and weighs 87.77 kg., having a height of 60 cm. and a

girth of lOG cm. Some of the leaf bases are horizontal, while others
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are strongly declined. The latter are all on one side below the middle,

ajid in the case of certain abnormally small but strongly projecting

leaf bases there is the additional peculiarity that they are converted

into impure opal or blue ([uartz. No. 110 is also a. fine, nearly complete

trunk 41) cm. high, 42 by 30 cm. in diameter, 120 cm. in girth, and
weighs 85.73 kg.

CYCADEOIDEA INGENS, new species.

Trunks huge or colossal, ellipsoidal in form, thickest at the middle

part, diminishing and more or less rounded oft' at both base and sum-

mit, slightly elliptical or nearly circular in cross section, uubranched or

with a few small secondary axes in the form of protuberances, usually

of a dark color, hard consistency, and high specific gravity, attaining a

maximum height of 85 cm., girth of 170 cm., and weight of over 300 kg.;

organs of the armor slightly declined near the base, horizontal in the

middle portion, ascending above, and erect at the apex, producing a

laigc terminal bud consisting of the bases of somewhat liattened leaf-

like bracts or scales; leaf scars arranged in two sets of rows passing

s])irally round the trunk, intersecting each other, and forming each a
different angle with the axis, those passing from left to right forming an
angle of about 35° to 45°, while those passing from right to left form an
angle of 50° to 00°; scars large, 35 to 50 cm. wide, 20 to 35 cm. high,

peculiar in shape, the lateral angles drawn out into sharj) points by the

incuiving of the sides, the vertical consisting of mere curves, varying

from this to simple gibl)osity; leaf bases always present filling the

scars and often projecting, presenting either plane or slightly convex
surfaces; vascular bundles in one row closely set together and very

near the margin and an irregular ring at the center inclosing an empty
space; ramentaceous interspaces thin, 3 to 10 mm., scaly or laminated,

sunk below the leaf bases forming grooves on the surface of the trunk,

often white in color contrasting with other i)arts; reproductive organs

abundant especially in the upper part of the trunks, very different from

the leaf bases, usually large, elliptical, 5 to G cm. wide by 3 to 4 cm,

high, sometimes solid and projecting, but usually with an opening at

the top or cavitous and crater-like, surrounded hy numerous bract scars

filled with the bases of the bracts which are usually narrowly triangu-

lar or nearly flat; armor 5 to 10 cm. thick, more or less clearly marked
oft" from the underlying tissues; cortical parenchyma 3 to 4 cm. thick;

zone of secondary wood 4 cm.; medulla 10 to 20 cm. in diameter.

A perfectly well characterized species, differing entirely from any of

those based on specimens from the Minuekahta region. It is also very

distinct from C.jenneyana^ which is the leading form of the Blackhawk
region. Still this species is also common there, and is represented in

the collection by eight specimens, namely, Nos. 92, 94, 99, 100, 103, 117,

122, and 123. No. 100 is taken as the type and is the next largest

cycadean trunk known in the world, weighing 303.91 kg. It slightly

exceeds in height the U. S. National Museum type of C. colossalis.
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lijiving: a maxiiuum lenj^ftli of 85 (;in. Its diaiiieters are, resi)ectively,

G2 cm. and R) cm., mhX it lias a girtli of 170 cm. But like all other

specimens of this species it diminishes in size toward each end and is

somewhat barrel-shaped.* Nos. 10.'5 and 117 represent the lower i)art of

two other hirji^e trunks, and the summit is re[)resented oidy in No. 100.

No. 94 comes next in point of interest in al'iordinj;' most of our knowl-

edge of the internal structure of the species, including the markings

on the medulla. No. 12.'} is also instructive from this ])oint of view.

The rest are fragments, but all add to the complete conception of the

species.

The form of the leaf scars is imitated very closely by two other

si)ecies, one of wliich, (J./onnoso, is represented by only one specimen,

No. 81). The other is (J. still locUi, and this is made very clear by the

new nuiterial added by the specimens last sent from the Blackhawk

region by Mr. Wells, (ispi^cially No. 105. In both these cases, however,

the scars are much smaller, and this is particularly the case with C.

stilltcelli.

CYCADEOIDEA FORMOSA, new species.

Trunks of moderate size, short conical, unbranched, dark brown,

nearly black within, of average specilic gravity, about 25 cm. high,

nearly 30 cm. in diameter and having a girth of somewhat less than a

nu'tia"; organs of the armor, even the lowest, somewhat ascending

with a uniform angle; leaf scars arranged in two scries of spiral rows,

those of both series making an angle with the axis of about 50°; scars

large for the size of the trunk, peculiar in shape, the lateral angles

very sharp, the vertical ones very obtuse and rounded, the bounding

sides usually curving downward and upward on the right and left

causing the scars to be drawn out laterally corresponding to wings of

the petioles, lower side more pronounced than the upper in such a man-

ner that a linefoining the lateral angles divides the scar into unequal

areas, varying to sim[)ly gibbous by the absence of the above described

curves; distance between lateral angles 25 to 30 mm., that between

highest and lowest points 10 to 20 mm. ; leaf bases always present, usu-

ally projecting somewhat, sometimes nearly 1 cm., outlines delinite,

conforming to shape of sc^ars, exi)osed ends i)resenting surfaces that are

exactly s([uare (»r tangential to the trunk, never convex nor concave,

smooth but not polished, covered by a diaphragm representing a natu-

ral plane of disarticulation, this layer, however, sometimes removed, in

which case small projecting points are irregularly scattered over the

surface of the leaf base; outer row of leaf bundles very close to the mar-

gin, faintly visible at the ends, more clearly as striae on the eroded

sides of projecting leaf bases; ranientum walls thin, 1 to 3 nun., thicken-

ing at the angles, sunk below the petioles and usually separated from

them by a crack, dull colored, loose in structure and somewhat pitted,

having the ai)i)earance of (;racks tilled with mud or extraneous matter;

reproductive organs numerous and well marked, occurring at all points.
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but tending to an arrangement in vertical rows one above another with

a trend different from that of either of the rows of leaf scars, i)rqject-

ing beyond tlic leaf bases to which they bear no resemblance, ronndcd or

elliptical, 3 to cm. in diameter, never cavitous, usually exhibiting

concentrically arranged scars, the circular central jwrtion inclosed in a

tube surrounded by involucral bract scars occupied by the bases of the

bracts which i)rojeet in miniature imitation of the leaf bases, the cen-

tral portion sometimes occupied by small cylindrical bodies or rods 1

mm. in diameter and 1 to 5 mm. long, (consisting of nearly i)ur(; quartz;

armor 5 cm. tliicU, definitely separated from the axis by a porous liber

zone of appreciable thickness; cortical parenchyma 15 mm. thick; sec-

ondary wood 4 cm. thick consisting of two distinct rings of about erpial

thi(rkness sci)arated by a peculiar scolloped line, apparently caused

by the convex edges of woody wedges 5 mm. thick separated l)y thin

medullary rays; medulla cm. in diameter, somewhat lieterogeneous

or chambered in structure.

This si)ecies is represented by tlie single si>e<;imen No. 80 of the Yale

collection. It has close allinities ou the one hand with 6'. iiigcun and
on the other with C. stilhcdli, while all tliese are related to G. vicbridci^

but it is impossible to refer it to any of these 8i)0(ies.

CYCADEOIDEA STILLWELLI, new species.

Trunks small, cylindrical, or more or less laterally <;ompressed, 30 to

40 cm. high, 15 to 25 cm. in diameter, 40 to 70 cm. in girth, reddish or

light colored externally, cherfcy, ilinty, or more or less agatized within,

simi)le, or bearing a few small branches in the form of i)roJections or

protuberances, short conical at the summit, with a luitural depression

at the apex, studded with small polygoiuil scars and a gentle swelling

at the center; organs of the armor nearly horizontal ; leaf scars arranged

in two series of spiral rows, those from left to right making an angle

of 40° to 50°, those from right to left of 30^ to 50^ with the axis of the

trunk; leaf scars normally almost exactly rhombic or diamond-shaped,

but with a tendency on the one hand to the rounding of tlie vertical

angles and on the other to the incurving of the sides so as to exaggerate
the acuteness of the lateral ones, this sometimes very marked; s<;ars

snuiU, 20 to 25 mm. wide, 15 to 20 mm. high, occasionally almost as

high as wide, the lateral diagonals about horizontal and the vertical

ones perpendicular to them, or vertical; leaf bases always present, till-

ing the scars, often projecting, sometimes considerably, the petioles

disarticulating at several diiferent points by means of a diaphragm
which forms a thin layer over the exposed summits, the occasional

absence of which leaves a rough spongy or porous structure; vascular

bundles arranged in two rows, one near the margin and parallel to it,

the other forming an elliptical ring at tlie center 3 by 4 mm. in diam-
eter, both rows usually appearing in the form of denticulate ridges:

rameutaceous walls very thin, 1 to 2 mm., often sharp at the surface,
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j^^ciiciiilly Slink below Mic Icjif biisc^s Conniiij;- ^loovi'-s or dodp cliiiiiilxTS

hctwccii Micin, Ww sill fiuu'- I licii'lbrc consisting' cliiclly of (lie, liitlcr, in

tlio ni(»r<' iiltiionnal Conns of Hear doscribinj;' ii double cinvninni and

having; somcwliat t.lio sliajxi of ii " line. oC beanly," in pcninansliip or

on(^ of lli(^ parts of a, lliiddliist cross or "swasMca," soinctiim'S, liow-

ov(M-, pi(»i('('.|,i!i;j HO as {u leaver a. groove around I lie outer i'dyr of llio

convex siiininits oC the leal" bases; reprodiictivci organs lew, inor«

niiineroiis on tix' naii(t\ver sides of the trunk, disposed soinowhat in

I'ows or eliaiiis, <;('neri(lly parallel lo IIm< axis but soiiietinuvs rnnnin}i;

round the- trunk, more ov less coiili^iions, consisting; of protiil)eraiiccs,

soiiK* risinfi* ub<)V^^ tin', liijuln^st h'.af biisoH, <dosed, or more commonly

(pen \\i tll(^ t(>|>, sometimes cral(M-lik<' but {jfenerally t rmicate*!, present-

iiij;' an irrej;nla,r siirCarce with numerous pits or poriss at the center

snrroMiKled by bract 8ciirs which are soinetiincH empty, but usually

occupied by the bas«^s of narrowly triangular or llattish bracts projec/t-

in^ and s(piarely trnncalt'd with tiiiii interspa(;es in miniature imitation

of the loaf bases; armoi- much thicker on the nariowe-r than on the

broader sides of the trunk, ."5 to (> cm. thi<^k in the ibiiner and 2 to 3

cm. in the latter case, clearly and ihWinitely marked oH" Irom the woody
axis by a ca-mbinm line; cortical paienchyma lo to LM) mm. thi(!k; sec-

ondary wood zone 10 to LM) mm., very line-grained and clearly marked
olT from the last ; medulla somewhat ellipti(;al, 5 to 8 cm. in diameter,

marked on its external surface by rows of small rhombic projections

of a: dark color terminating' in small longitudinal ridges representing

the origin of tlu^ medullary rays.

The small, cylindrical seel, ion of a trunk ae-ipiired through I'rofessor

flenney's iiit<'r\'ent ion from Mr, L. VV. St ill w(dl, of 1 )eadwood, exhibited

HO many good chara(;te/rs, all dilferent from those of any other Hpecimen

in the IT. !S. National Museum collection that before I had se(!ii the

Yale cidlectioUj in fact, long before it was made, I had described it

as a new speci<',s aiiid mimed it for Mr. Stillwell. It was reportcMl to

have b<HMi found in tlu'. llhickluiwk region, and there is evc^ry leason to

believe that such was the case.

The Yale <'(>llccti<»ii contains six si)(H;iinens of this s|khm(!S, each of

which adds somclhiiig to our knowledge of it. These.are Nos. 1(5, ^{(i,

5(1, 105, 107, anil 1 1!), The first three of these j)urport to come from the

IVIiniiekalila. region, while the others arecerlainly from tln^ lUaekhawk
region. The first ol' these is somewhat smaller than the type, and has

near its summit two small blanches. The leaf scars are normal and
(ionlii'in my suspicion that the i)e<',uliar form which they have in the

original specimen is due to lateral compression. It weighs nearly o kg.

No. M) represents the upper i)art of a trunk of exactly the sanu) diame-

ter as the Stillwell si)ecinien, but with the outer parts all worn away.

The summit, however, is i)erfect. The transverse fracture has supplied

a number of otherwise missing or imperfe(;tchara(;ters. This specimen

weighs 8. 1 7 kg. No. 50 is larger and entire from base to summit, but

broken in two near the middle. It is very ellii)tical in cross section from
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lateral comprcHsioii, badly worn like the others, and haw a slab Hcaled

oHfrom one side, expoHiiif^ tiie outer Miirface of tiie inediilla and vxnva

Hjiondiii;;- iiiinn- wall of the w<>o<ly /one. ThJH speciuKju is .'V.) (;ni. hiyh,

15 by 1^0 <;iu. in dianicLer, and has a yirth oC 51 cm. Its ellipticity is,

liowever, exa^/^erated by the greater erosion of the flat sides. 1 1 \v'ii<,'hs

12.7 kg.

No. 105 is oidy a section, weighing 12.H kg., with base and summit
wanting, also a piece from one side, part of which was saved, but the

part that remains shows the outer surfac<; in th(i most perfect state of

preservation, and ukujIi of the above d(!S<;rij)ti(>n ol" llie i>liyilotaxy,

leaf scars, petioles, vascular bundles, ramentum walls, etc., is derived

from it. No. 107 is also an exceedingly interesting specimen, weighing

0.07 kg., and is especially valiuible as showing the true bas<5. It is

obli(iu<!ly broken through (Vom the toi) to near the bottom, but one si«lc

shows the spiral rows of leaf scars. No. ll!i, although larger, weigh-

ing 14.20 kg., is not as well preserved, but also shows the base, which

is slightly concave.

Ul)on the whole, this species may be regarded as one of the best

characterized of all that have been based on cycadeau trunks alone.-

CYCADEOIDEA EXCELSA, new species.

Trunks tall, compressed cylindrical (only specimen known 01 cm.

high and truncated), with an enlarged base, 112 em. in circumference at

th« base, 80 to 00 cm. at all other [>ointH, light ash-colored without,

whitish or bluish within, soft externally, line graine<l inside and mo<l-

erately hard, with the specific gravity rather low, unbranched but

more or less iiregular, crooked, zig/ag, and inclined; organs of Ihe

armor horizontal, or at right angles to tlui axis; leaf scars disposed in

two series of spiral intersecting rows, those from left to right making
an anghi of 20^"-, those from right to left of 50^^ with the axis; scars

imperfectly rIiombi(5 or rectangular, the diagonals HJ to 25 mm., th<i

lateral angles lu^arly alike, the vertical ones usually unlike, the upi)er

consisting of a deep but obtuse sinus, the lower also obtuse but rela-

tively shallow, sometimes reduced to a gentle concave curve formed by
the two lower si<l<;s; leaf bases generally preserved f;0 within 2 cm. of

tlie surface, disarticulated at a natural Joint, its siiif'ace (;ven and con-

cave but roughened and affected by many small dots of a dark color,

irregularly aiianged, peihaps r(;i)r(isenting gum ducts, and some hw^c
l)its wliicli may have (contained leaf bundles; ramentaceous walls thin

and frail, 1 to 2 mm., of a light color within contrasting with the

darker leaf bases, thi(5kened at the angles and more or less (jompound,

with a few small i)its repiesenting scars of l)ra<;ts or peruhui; repro-

ductive organs numerous, usually solid, harder than the remaining

parts, hence often projecting from tin; eroded surfaces, of <lifferent sizes,

the smaller ones probably al)ortive and occui)ying angular spaces

among the leaves, the walls dividing and surrounding them, circular iu

Troc. N. M. vol. xxi 15
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section, with or witliout bnict scars, tlic larger ones lyinjif in iiiter-

rni)toil lows riinninji;' in tlie same direction as tliose of the scars which

they crowd and distort, elliptical in section, the longer diameter being

along the line ot the rows, 2.1 mm. by .'5S mm. in diameter, usually solid

except their roughened extremities, sometimes open or crater-like at

the summit, a few solid and cylindrical (one of which has been detached

and will be sliced for mici'(>S('opic sections); armor \ to 7 C/m. thick,

soj)iirated IVom the axis by an even line; i)arenchymatoiis zone 2 cm.

thick; lihrous zone W cm., divided into three rings, one of which exhib-

its a. somewhat open structure in places crossed by thin medullary rays

and inclosed between walls or sheaths of harder material; medulla 13

cm. in diameter ami nearly circular, solid, tine grained, and homogeneous

in structure.

The line specimen upon which tlui above description is wholly based

was ])urchased by me from Mr. Homer Moore in Hot Si)rings, (South

Dakota, on August liii, 181)."), together with the two fragments above

described, belonging to C.jennvyann. It consists of four i)ieces which

belong together and tbrm a very remarkable trunk, dilVering greatly

from any other from the lilack Hills or from any other section.

1 iu(piired carefully into the history of these specimens and learned

that some years before they had been found by a railroad employee

named A. B. Noble, who was no longer in that region, soiiu'. two miles

below Hot Springs in a canyon or ravine which makes into Fall liiver

from the northeast. No further details (;ould bo gathered, but as it

is A miles to l^^vans's <puirry, where the true Dakota^ group is exposed,

it is certain that the horizon nuist be in the Lower Cretaceous, and it

is probably substantially the same as that of all the other trunks.

The four ])ieces or sections which have bi^en luunbered from 1 to 4,

beginning with the basal one, may be brielly described as follows:

1. No. 1, which is considerably the largest in all respects, represents

the true base, and swells out below to a diameter of over 40 cm. and
a girth of nearly 11- cm. It is slightly elliptical, the minor axis of a

cross section being only '6\\ cm., but part of this dilference is duo to the

erosion of the armor on the broader sides.

2. No. li is a shorter an<l smaller piece, but tits i)erfectly upon the

upper fracture of No. 1, which is somewhatobli(|ue. On one side alarge

elliptical area has decayed, forming a depression which reaches to the

bottom of the leaf stalks. This depression is about equally divided

between Nos. 1 and 2.

li. No. 3 is a nuu;h shorter i)iect^, the upper fracture of which is very

obli(pie, so as to nuike it almost wedge sliai)ed. The ui)per surface of

No. 2 and the lower surface of No. 3 do not form a. i)erfoct Joint. A
thin slice, or a number of such i)i(Hies, have a|)parently scaled off and
are wanting. There is, however, abundant evidence of the general

agreement of the two sections, and one decayed area extends across

the break and reappears on No. ;».

4, No. 4, which is the uppermost section, tits perfectly upon No. 3.
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Tlie fracture across the toj) is obli(|ue in the opposite direction from

tliat of the h)wer end, thus iiicn^asinj;- the cuneiforniity of both sec-

tions. When superposed ui)on each other these two upper sections

Ibrni a. sort of crook or l)end in the trunk, so that the center of jfjravity

falls considerably on one side and the upper piece falls off unless

supported.

The truidc has evidently long Iain on one side or the other as deter-

mined by the above-mentioned crook or bend and been subject to much
erosion on the two exposed sides, while the other two sides liave corre-

spondiugiy escaped. The result is that the leaf scars are deeply worn

over much of the surface, while along the protected sides they are pre-

served or only irregularly broken down, leaving what look like jagged

projections.

The weight of the several pieces is as follows:
Ivilouranis.

No. I 50. SO

No. 2 21.32

No. 3 17.02

No 4 18.37

Total 107.51

Nothing at all approaching this species was found in the Yale collec-

tion.
CYCADEOIDEA NANA, new species.

Trunks very snuill, symmetrical, short-conical, laterally subcom-

pressed, 12 cm. high, 15 by 17 cm. in diameter, 49 cm. in girth, dark

colored, well silicitied, of medium hardness and specilic gravity,

unbranched, summit not depressed, terminal bud projecting from apex;

leaf bases ascending even the lowest ones, scars arranged in two series

of si)iral rows, those from left to right making an angle of SO^ and

those from right to left of oO'^ with the axis, very small, subrhombic,

averaging 10 mm. wide by mm. high, smaller near the summit, empty

to considerable depth; ramentaceous interstices 1 to 3 mm. thick, firm

in texture, usually consisting of three layers which may be regarded

as a lining to each of the adjacent scars with a thicker membrane
between; reproductive organs few, poorly defined, slightly projecting

with irregular markings on their outer surfaces, ]u-obal)ly for the most

part immature or abortive; armor -i to 5 cm. thi(;k; axis 8 cm. in diam-

eter, somewhat clearly marked off from the armor but without clear

boundaries between the cortical parenchyma and libions /one or

betwcc^n fhe latter and the medulla, so far as the single known speci-

men shows without cutting.

This species differs from all others in a number of characters besides

its snnill size. The only specimen is No. 84 of the Yale collection, a

small, almost perfect trunk weighing only 2.05 kg. At first glaiK^e it

re(;alled the (J. pyfimnea of l^higland from the Lias of Lyme llegis, fig-

ured by Lindley and Hutton,' but on confronting the specimen with

' J'ossil Flora of Great Britaiu, II, pi. cxuii.
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that figure the diftereuces are obvious. Except for its small size it

might be compared to C. marylandica from the Iron Ore Clays of Mary-

land, and of all the specimens of that species it most resembles the

fragment which Professor Foutaine designated as No. 2,' and which I

have described as Johns Hopkins Cycads, No. 3.^ That specimen, how-

ever, has a large secondary axis, which with better material might

take it out of that species.

Of all the forms from the Black Hills it most resembles iu the char-

acter of the scars, etc., some of the smaller branches of C. marshiana,

in which these are considerably reduced in size. I have, therefore, had

a faint suspicion, which I would not leave the subject without express-

ing, that it might be one of these secondary axes or knots, as it were,

wrenched from the larger trunk and found in an isolated position. I

have, with this thought in my mind, examined a great many such

cases, but I can find none in which the fracture at the point of separa-

tion at all resembled the base of this specimen, they all showing the

break to have been due to some extraneous cause, whereas the base of

this specimen is jierfectly natural, not torn nor cracked, and shows the

medulla at the center. Nevertheless, there is something a little

anomalous in the way the armor surrounds the axis.

The above arrangement of the species of Cycadeoidea from the Black

Hills is not wholly without method. It is true that there is no lineal

arrangement that can be regarded as satisfactory, and yet there are

decided aftinities among the species. These affinities, however, are

shown in particular characters, and the same sj)ecies may have some

characters almost in common with two or more other species that are

otherwise very difiereut. This is specially the case with branching-

species in which other characters resemble those of unbranched si)ecies.

For example, 6\ turrita, except in its branching habit, is closely allied

to C. mchridei, which never branches; G. marshiana, but for its branch-

ing, would be nearly related to C. colossalis ; and C. wellsii may be

almost regarded as an unbranched form of G. minnelahtensis.

In view of these and many other more subtle peculiarities, I have

sought, since the arrangement must be lineal, to compromise in such a

manner as to bring those species most akin as near together as possi-

ble, but it is clear that any arrangement would widely separate species

that are similar in one respect or another.

G. dat'ofcnsi,s and G. colossalis are obviously very closely allied species.

G. wellsii can scarcely be said to form a transition from G. colosaalin to

G. minneJcahtoisisj but it resembles the former at least in the one fact

of being simple. G. pulcherrima is somewhat close to G. minnekalitensis.

C civatricula can not be said to form a transition from G, pulcherrima

to G. turrita, but it has considerable alfinity to the former. G. turrita

I Potomac or Younger Mesozoic Flora, Monogr. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1890, XV, p. 192.

^ Proc. Biol. Soo. Washiugtou, March 13, 1897, XI, p. 11.
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is related to G. niinneJiaJifensis tiiul C. inilchernma., and from it to C
mchridei, as already remarked, the distance would be very small but
for the branching habit of the former.

Between G. mchridei and G. marshinna, however, there is scarcely

any bond, and it might have been as well to place the latter immedi-

ately after G. coJossaUn. We virtually begin a new series here and
pass naturally through G. furcaia to G. colei and G. paynei. G. aspera

closely resembles the last of these in external aspect, but the two
anomalous characters noted clearly distinguish it from all others. It

fits in here, however, and G. insoUta and G. occidentalis belong to this

same general group.

G. jenneycma, G. iugenfi, G. formosa, G. stillicelli, and G. crcelsa may
also be said to form a group. The first and the last two constitute

the only cylindrical forms known in America. The shape of the scars

in G. ingens, G. formo.m, and G. stillicelli unite these three from that

important point of view, while those of G. jenneyana and G. infjens tcTul

to approach each other. G. exceha has little in common with any
other species, and G. nana almost nothing. These two are therefore

properly made to close the series.




